
A science outreach event 
organized by Foldscope at Cem 
Henry Louis Guillabert middle 
school in Saint-Louis, Senegal.
The students are reading one 
of our science articles about 
schistosomiasis (in French):
More river prawns = less snail 
fever?
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The User-Friendly
Experience

2019 Annual Impact Report
By Tanya Dimitrova, Founder and Managing editor

Since the founding of our journal, we have 
been constantly adapting and publishing 
academic articles. So far, we have 137! 

But there was a problem: the more articles we published, the 
harder it was for our readers to sift through them and find the 
one that really fit their needs.

So we decided to solve this! Welcome to our new website...





Features:

Advanced search and filter functionality based on multiple criteria

Nine distinct scientific fields

Biodiversity and Conservation 

 Biology 

 Energy and Climate 

 Food and Agriculture

 Health and Medicine 

 Pollution 

 Social Science 

 Water Resources 

 Technology - a brand new field for us



31 new scientific articles published in 2019

22 of our articles are translations into 11 foreign languages, including Korean and Bengali 

In the past 12 months, the site has had over half a million pageviews. 

Just this school year, our pageviews doubled compared to last year. 

This year, each of our articles was downloaded on average 1000 times. 



Other News

We did our fair share of outreach: 

In February 2019, I gave a TEDx talk at Linz, Austria, viewed online by more than 34,000 

people. 

In October, I gave a second public talk at Ratio Bulgaria focusing mostly on the science 

teaching experience. 

In November, our science writer (and middle school science teacher) Seda Dawson gave a talk 

at the Science Teachers Association’s annual conference in Dallas, TX. 

We applied for six grants with different foundations, though none of our applications were 

successful. 

We were invited to take part in a Google AdGrants Bootcamp program for non-profits which helped 

us identify a year’s worth of website improvements which we will be implementing next year. 

In 2020, we will continue our mission 

to make scientific discoveries 

accessible and fun 

for students all around the world.
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